Remote & Onsite
Operations Manual
Waldorf School of Bend
Updated: 5/19/20

For Summer & Fall 2020 - Full or Partial School Closure due to Covid-19

Introductory Letter to Our Community
Dear WSB Community,
Over the past months, the Faculty, Board and Administration at WSB have been working diligently to understand the implications this constantly
changing pandemic will have upon our school community. While we earnestly hope to return to the best case scenario of resuming normal
operations in the Fall of 2020, we are also planning for multiple phases of reopening. We are continuing to deepen our Distance Learning Program
should the evolving public health situation and/or government mandated orders require us to do so. Our faculty and staff have worked hard to
create a comprehensive plan, as outlined in this Remote & Onsite Operations Manual (ROOM).
Our ROOM will address a range of topics related to the running of our school across our Early Childhood and Grades programs. After thoroughly
reading through this document, we warmly encourage you to reach out to our leadership team with any further questions, comments, or
concerns. We will do our best to answer your questions in a direct and timely manner.
We are living in challenging times. Historically, the original model of Waldorf Education took place in person with minimal online or digital
interaction. Although we recognize that these circumstances are not ideal, we truly believe that we are resilient and can adapt to the times ahead.
We will deliver a rigorous academic and artistic curriculum while supporting the social-emotional needs of our beloved students. We serve our
community with integrity, commitment, and warmth. We truly appreciate your patience, dedication, and willingness to engage with us as we work
together to forge a healthy and dynamic education. Thank you!
In Service,
The WSB Leadership Team
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Mission Statement of WSB
A place to grow, thrive, and find purpose
The Waldorf School of Bend community forges an inspired path for modern learning and
social renewal. From the insights of Rudolf Steiner, we cultivate academic excellence through
our experiential curriculum rich in the arts, sciences and practical works. We honor each
child’s unique spirit by building capacities of will, free thought, compassion and social
responsibility. In this way, children develop with purpose to act as powerful world citizens.
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Leadership Team Contact Information
Waldorf School of Bend
2150 NE Studio Road
Suite 2
Bend, Oregon 97701
T: (541) 330-8841
E: info@bendwaldorf.com
Website: https://www.bendwaldorf.com/

Photos (left to right): Cecelia, Nate, Sarah, Laura, Rachel (Rob & COT not pictured)

School Director: Cecelia McClellan cmcclellan@bendwaldorf.com (outgoing)
Interim School Director: Nathaniel (Nate) Brocious nbrocious@bendwaldorf.com (incoming)
Admissions Director: Sarah Rucker srucker@bendwaldorf.com
Board of Directors President: Rob Clemens rclemens@bendwaldorf.com
Faculty Chair: Laura Elmore lelmore@bendwaldorf.com
Early Childhood Director: Rachel Caldwell rcaldwell@bendwaldorf.com
College of Teachers (COT): Moe Anderson, Rachel Caldwell, Laura Elmore, MaryAnne Hinton, Laura Holtsberg, Kris and Jessica Porto, Niki Rainwater 5

Remote & Onsite Operations Manual (ROOM)
Purpose: This manual was created as a working guide for faculty, staff, and community of the Waldorf School of Bend (WSB) during a full or partial
physical school closure, when Distance Learning is enacted. This manual outlines a phased and monitored approach to reopening on-site operations in the
Summer and Fall of 2020. While the creation of this manual was specifically designed due to the Covid-19 Pandemic situation, it remains viable for any
other emergency situation that necessitates a physical school closure.
Organization: The manual provides an overarching picture of a three-phase plan. Further details are organized alphabetically by subject. All topics
addressed in the ROOM can also be found on the Table of Contents located on Slide 3.
Supplemental Documents: Please note that our Parent Handbook and Early Childhood Handbook are supplements to this manual. When operating
remotely, policies and procedures in this manual may override certain policies and procedures outlined in the Parent and EC Handbook. Policies and
procedures may also be subject to sudden change in the event of extenuating circumstances.
Parent Handbook: https://www.bendwaldorf.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/PARENT-HANDBOOK-2019-20-1-1.pdf
Early Childhood Handbook: https://www.bendwaldorf.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Early-Childhood-Handbook_FINAL-1.pdf
Approval: This manual has been approved by the WSB ROOM Leadership Team on May 19th 2020. This document is subject to change.
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Remote & Onsite Operations Goals
Goals:
●

Comply with Governor’s Executive Orders, Oregon Health Authority (OHA) and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
guidelines, and any other relevant Federal, State, County, or Local Mandates that affect our school’s regular operations.

●

Support the health and safety of all WSB students, employees, and community members.

●

Offer a developmentally-appropriate, Waldorf-based education to our students.

●

Remain committed to fostering community and keeping faculty, staff, and families socially connected and supported.

●

Launch a unified plan that adapts to varying local conditions, with the aim of keeping WSB open, operational, and financially solvent.

●

Maintain flexibility, adaptability, and resiliency in strategically planning for and executing the above stated goals.
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Resuming Onsite Operations - Requirements
Community Requirements: Local health authorities and hospitals must certify these community requirements are in place in Bend, Oregon and/or
Deschutes County in order for WSB to begin resuming localized onsite activities:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Declining prevalence of Covid-19
Minimum testing thresholds met
Expanded contact tracing system
Adequate isolation facilities
Finalized statewide sector guidelines
Sufficient healthcare capacity
Sufficient local capacity of personal protective equipment

Physical Distancing for Schools: When schools reopen, it is probable that some physical distancing requirements are likely to remain in place.
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Resuming Onsite Operations - Phases Overview
Phases Overview: WSB is planning for all of the possible Phases for the Summer 2020 and Fall 2020-2021 school year. We are currently in Phase 1
as of the date this manual was last updated. While we anticipate that we may be able to enter Phase 2 by late Summer, and Phase 3 by Fall, we
also are realistically aware of the need for flexibility and adaptability in delivering our school curriculum to students and families. Thus we have
outlined the following Phased-based plans:
●

Phase 1: Covid-19 classified as an immediate active threat. State health authorities mandate complete school closures. No onsite
operations. Full Distance Learning curriculum activated.

●

Phase 2: Covid-19 classified as possible threat. State health authorities allow partial school reopenings. Limited onsite operations. Hybrid
Program activated - part Distance Learning and part Onsite Learning.

●

Phase 3: Covid-19 no longer classified as an immediate active threat. State health authorities allow full school reopenings, with possible
mandated modifications in place. Full onsite operations and normal onsite learning, with modified health & safety protocols in place.

Important Caveat: At any point the public health situation and government mandates could change and require that we shift Phases. For example,
if we open in Fall 2020 under Phase 3 but the virus spread increases, we may have to shift to Phase 2 or even back to Phase 1. Ongoing waves of
Covid-19 may occur after the school re-opens, and such subsequent waves could require the re-introduction of stricter control measures. We are
prepared to be flexible and shift between Phases as needed. This manual will outline our plans for all three Phases based on a monitored
re-opening strategy.
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Returning Onsite Operations - Phases Details
Phase 1: Full school closure; current Phase as of May 2020:
●
Faculty and staff employment dependent on Small Business Loan
●
Faculty and staff have extremely limited onsite access, restricted exclusively to preparing distance learning materials
●
No onsite learning, childcare services, or community events allowed
●
Full distance learning curriculum activated (currently in place through the end of the Spring 2020 school year)
Phase 2a: Initiate partial reopening, ideally Summer 2020; this may include:
●
Limited employment of essential personnel; non-essential staff furloughed
●
Limited faculty and staff onsite access and work; most work done remotely where possible
●
Limited childcare services for younger students (under age 12), such as socially distanced summer camps or workshops
●
Health and safety modifications in place (Slides #26-28 “Health, Safety, & Sanitation Protocols”)
Phase 2b: Gradually increase onsite activity, ideally Fall 2020; this may include:
●
Rehiring of some additional faculty and staff personnel; other staff may still be furloughed
●
Increase faculty and staff onsite work and access; some work still done remotely where possible
●
Hybrid Curriculum Program enacted - partial Distance Learning & partial Onsite Learning (Slide #12 Hybrid Program)
●
Health and safety modifications in place (Slides #26-28 “Health, Safety, & Sanitation Protocols”)
Phase 3: Greater lifting of restrictions; resumption of normal onsite operations with modifications in place; this may include:
●
Rehiring of more additional faculty and staff personnel as needed and as school budget allows
●
Community-wide events may be permitted, possibly with modifications in place
●
Full resumption of normal (pre-Covid 19) onsite operations and learning curriculum with health and safety modifications in place (see Slide
10
#13 “Full Onsite” and Slides #26-28 “Health, Safety, & Sanitation Protocols” for further in-depth information)

Phase 1 Curriculum Overview (Full Distance)
**In Process. The faculty is using parent input to enhance the Distance Learning implemented this Spring to inform the
development of a more robust and engaging Distance Program for 2020/2021 that will include more Teacher Lead Options.

EARLY CHILDHOOD: The children will use their regular classroom materials as well as packets provided by their teachers. Teachers may also send
audio recordings for their students, as well as video instructions to parents. Zoom Meetings will be held once a week with parents prior to the
week beginning.
GRADES 1-3: The children will use their regular classroom materials as well as packets provided by their teachers. Teachers may also send audio
recordings for their students, as well as video instructions to parents. Zoom Meetings will be held regularly to deliver class content.
GRADES 4-5: A combination of regular classroom materials, packets, and regular class sessions via Zoom will be used. These will be short, so as to
minimize screen time for students. Every attempt will be made to assign projects that will not involve time on screens. The balance between these
will depend on the material being taught and the preferences of the teachers. Zoom Meetings will be held once a week with parents prior to the
week beginning. Middle Grades will receive pictures of Main Lesson Book and use parents to help grade math papers and such, if needed.
GRADES 6-8: A combination of regular classroom materials, packets, and regular class sessions via Zoom will be used. These will be short, so as to
minimize screen time for students. Every attempt will be made to assign projects that will not involve time on screens. The balance between these
will depend on the material being taught and the preferences of the teachers. Zoom Meetings will be held once a week with parents prior to the
week beginning. Attendance will be taken for all online class sessions held in the Upper Grades, and students will be expected to turn in their work
as requested by their teachers. This work will be assessed/graded as usual.
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Phase 2 Curriculum Overview (Hybrid Program)
Overview: When permitted by relevant health and government authorities, we can initiate a partial re-opening of onsite operations and learning
curriculum, with staggered grouping plans, a hybridized curriculum program that involves both Onsite and Distance learning, and health and safety
modifications in place.
Scheduled Groupings: Currently, local government authorities are considering authorizing small groups of up to 25 people permitted onsite at
schools at intermittent times. Should this be applicable for Fall 2020, we will plan to schedule specific student groupings for Onsite Learning, with
other lessons taking place during the week via Distance Learning (i.e. a Hybrid Program.) Exact schedule of student groupings and times is TBD.
Important Considerations:
●

●
●
●

Half hour breaks between groups will be scheduled to allow adequate transition time for pick up and drop off, as well as implementation
of health, safety, and sanitation protocols (Please see Slides #26-28 “Health, Safety, & Sanitation Protocols” for further in-depth
information)
Exact class and grade level scheduled groupings will be dependent on student enrollment (i.e. multiple smaller classes may be onsite
together concurrently although separately, whereas larger classes may be onsite by themselves)
Small, closed classroom groups that serve a consistent group of students and teachers may offer the opportunity to more closely control
the environment through monitoring of symptoms and adherence to health and safety procedures.
We are also exploring the possibility of serving multiple groups concomitantly (i.e. more than 25 people onsite total) if groups can be
adequately separated in both indoor and outdoor areas; this is TBD.
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Phase 3 Curriculum Overview (Full Onsite)
Overview: When Covid-19 is no longer determined to be an active threat by relevant health and government authorities, we can resume normal
(pre-Covid 19) onsite operations and learning curriculum, with probable modified health & safety modifications in place.
Health & Safety Modifications may include:
●
Frequent scheduled and required hand washing by all faculty, staff, students, and visitors
●
Frequent sanitation of communal spaces and equipment
●
Medically vulnerable students and employees remain learning or working remotely
●
Potential reduced capacity in school classrooms and playards (staggered recess times, etc.)
●
Limited in-person activity for community programs (staggered times for gatherings and festivals, etc.)
●
Other modifications TBD
Please see Slides #26-28 “Health, Safety, & Sanitation Protocols” for further in-depth information
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Approved Technology
Approved Technology: All assignments, class communications, and photo/video content required for remote distance learning and sharing will be
through the following Approved Technology Platforms.
●
●
●
●
●

Google Classroom
Google Docs
Google Slides
YouTube Kids
ZOOM

Additional Technology Approval: Any additional apps or programs must be approved by the School Director or College of Teachers before using.
Teachers will not create separate forums or virtual classrooms in any other online locations or via any other apps without approval.
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AWSNA & WECAN
External Collaboration: We have been working closely with AWSNA (The Association of Waldorf Schools of North America) and WECAN (Waldorf
Early Childhood Association of North America.) They have been paramount in sharing information from Waldorf schools around the country and
their responses to school closures. All current Waldorf teachers have been granted free access to AWSNA’s membership platform so that they can
access available resources. Teachers are also participating in Webinars for their grade regarding ways we can serve our school communities in
these challenging times.
From the AWSNA Website; “On behalf of AWSNA member schools and institutes, the Association is working with independent school
associations in the U.S. and Canada to gather resources and share protocols related to COVID-19. AWSNA member communications and
related exchanges, questions, sharing of ideas, school communications, actions, and materials can be found on the AWSNA Community Hub
in the COVID discussion section and library folders.”
●

AWSNA
○
General Website: https://www.waldorfeducation.org/awsna
○
COVID-19 Specific Information for Members: https://www.waldorfeducation.org/covid-19-resources-for-members

●

WECAN
○
General Website: http://www.waldorfearlychildhood.org/
○
COVID-19 Specific Information for Members: http://www.waldorfearlychildhood.org/family.php
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Calendar
School Calendar: The school calendar will be managed by the Admissions Director (Sarah Rucker). During a full or partial school closure, the
following will be implemented:
●

School Events: (See Gatherings, Festivals, & Special Events Slide #24)
○
○
○

●

Class Events: (See Class Schedule Provided by Individual Teachers)
○
○
○

●

Phase 1: canceled, postponed, or switched to a virtual format if possible
Phase 2: canceled or postponed, or reformatted into small groups if possible
Phase 3: proceed with health & safety protocols in place

Phase 1: canceled, postponed, or switched to a virtual format if possible
Phase 2: canceled or postponed, or reformatted into small groups if possible
Phase 3: proceed with health & safety protocols in place

Link to School Website Calendar: https://www.bendwaldorf.com/calendar/
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Committees
Current Committees: Board of Directors (BOD), College of Teachers (COT), Early Childhood (EC), Grades Pod, Leadership Council, Remote & Onsite
Operations (ROOM), Subject Pod

Phase 1 or Phase 2: During partial or full physical school closure:
●

Committee Function: to move the school forward, working to create frameworks, connect with students and families, and lead projects.

●

Committee Structure: committees may be put on hiatus and new committees may be formed as needed to address evolving circumstances.
Committees will continue to meet remotely via ZOOM.

●

Committee Responsibilities: A committee’s job is to support current school needs and to plan and execute projects that have approval from
one or more of the following leadership entities: Board of Directors, Administration, College of Teachers
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Communications
School Wide Communication: will be facilitated by the School Director and Admissions Director. These include:
●
●
●

Bi-Monthly e-newsletter
Social Media updates on WSB Facebook Pages
Updates to School Website

Class Wide Communication: will be facilitated by Lead and Subject Teachers to their class parents and students individually as needed. In Phases 1
& 2, weekly class newsletters may be suspended in lieu of other Distance Learning communications.
Faculty and Staff Communication: will occur via our official WSB school email addresses. Faculty and staff will not use personal email addresses for
school-related communications.
Student Communication: will occur in Phases 1 & 2 via official WSB school email addresses issued to all grades students (EC students exempt).
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Dual Households
For Dual Households, the following protocols will be followed:
●

Changes in custody and parenting still must be provided to the office with a (digital) copy of the new agreement. Teachers may not make
changes to their class communications without first conferring with the office staff.

●

It is the job of the parents or legal guardians in dual households to coordinate a child’s remote and onsite learning schedule and
assignments. It is not the job of the teacher to communicate between dual households.

●

School emails, newsletters, and written correspondence will go to BOTH parents or legal guardians.
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Enrollment & Withdrawals
During Phase 1 & 2:
Enrollment: WSB will still accept applications for the current and upcoming school year, and will offer virtual tours for all interested potential
applicants. Application procedures remain the same and will be facilitated by the Admissions Director (Sarah Rucker). Teachers will be asked to
evaluate and interview students via phone conference and/or ZOOM.
Withdrawals: WSB’s withdrawal policy remains in the same. If a teacher or other employee receives notice of a withdrawal, the information must
be given, in writing, to the Admissions Director (Sarah Rucker).
Flexibility & Contract Extension: We have offered extensions to our normal re-enrollment deadline for the 2020-21 school year with May 15th
being the date re-enrollment contracts are due, and June 12th, 2020 being the last day families can withdraw without additional financial
obligations. The Admissions Director in conjunction with the School Director may make adjustments to our contract, withdrawal deadlines, and
extension requests depending on which phase of school operation we find ourselves in come spring of 2021. Any changes or amendments will be
communicated to families via BigSIS and email.
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Facility Use
General Policy: During Phase 1, the WSB campus will remain closed to all parents, students, and other external or commercial third parties. The
campus may ONLY be accessed by faculty and staff, who will be following appropriate social distancing and other health and safety guidelines as
mandated by school leadership. During Phase 2, the WSB campus will allow partial use of facilities, dependent on relevant government and health
authority mandates and recommendations.
Exceptions: Emergency services (fire station employees, police officers, medical first responders, etc.) will be permitted to access the campus as
needed in the event of a time-sensitive emergency regardless of Phase. Other exceptions for campus access may be made on a case by case basis
for non-emergency services relevant to the safety and operations of the physical campus, such as the building landlord, plumbers, electricians,
cleaning staff, etc.
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Faculty & Group Meeting Expectations
Meeting Expectations: All active faculty and staff are expected to attend relevant virtual faculty and group meetings during school closure.
Meeting moderators will distribute agendas at least 24 hours in advance whenever possible. Designated notetakers will deliver notes
electronically in a timely manner to the Faculty Chair, Board President, or other relevant party.
Meeting Etiquette: Meeting participants should follow ZOOM etiquette listed in this Operations Manual, including:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Be on time (sign in 5 minutes before start of meeting)
Be prepared (read through agenda, write down any questions or reports)
Be located in a quiet space where you can fully focus on the meeting
If possible, turn on your video
Maintain a professional background
Wear headphones if others in your home or space may be able to hear what is being said through your computer’s speakers
Mute your microphone unless it’s your turn to speak
Everyone stay muted except the coordinator while saying verse
Raise your hand visually or virtually if you have a question
Use chat to bring up other Ideas or share links
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Faculty & Group Meeting Schedule
Weekly Group Meetings Schedule: (Exact Days/Time Subject to Change)

GROUP

DAY(S)

TIME

FORMAT

All Faculty & Staff

Thursdays

1-3pm

ZOOM

College of Teachers

Mondays

1-3pm

ZOOM

Early Childhood

Wednesdays

2:30 - 4pm

ZOOM

Board of Directors

Third Tuesday of each
month

5:30pm

ZOOM

Grades

Wednesdays

1-2:30pm

ZOOM

Leadership

Alternating Tuesdays

1:30-3pm

ZOOM
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Gatherings, Festivals, & Special Events
Physical Gatherings: WSB employees will follow state and federal mandates regarding in person gatherings. During a full closure when there are
restrictions on physical gatherings, WSB teachers and staff WILL NOT facilitate in-person gatherings, festivals, special events, birthday parties, play
dates, or get-togethers with any enrolled families. Doing so will open up WSB to liability lawsuits and could result in termination of employment.
Virtual Gatherings: WSB may plan virtual gatherings, festivals, and special events throughout the period of school closure on a case by case basis.
This may include plans to host weekly virtual Friday Gatherings, School Opening & Closing Rose Ceremonies, Seasonal Festivals, Graduation events,
etc. Virtual gatherings will be restricted to all internal members of the WSB school community, including faculty, staff, board members, and
families, unless written permission for external special guests is sought and approved by the School Director. ZOOM links will be provided in
advance for all scheduled virtual gatherings.
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Google Classroom
Purpose and Uses: Google Classroom can be used by teachers for the following purposes:
●
●
●
●
●

Streamline class management and class schedule
Integrate Google’s other tools such as Docs, Drive, Slides, and Calendar
Digitally organize and distribute course materials to students and families
Digitally collect written and artistic assignments and student work samples
Communicate with students about their classwork and offer timely and personalized feedback on assignments

Etiquette and Expectations for Students and Families:
●
●
●
●

Regularly review content posted to Google Classroom
Respond in a timely manner to assignments
Communicate challenges and needs to class teacher
Only post relevant and appropriate content; irrelevant or inappropriate content may be deleted

Tech Support: Rob Clemens rclemens@bendwaldorf.com
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Health, Safety, & Sanitation Protocols (CDC)
CDC Guidance: The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has offered guidance to Early Childhood Centers and Schools for how to begin
the process of reopening in the face of the coronavirus situation. We will be implementing this guidance into our program during our Phase 2 and
Phase 3 reopenings. Below please find links to the specific guides issued by the CDC:
Childcare Centers: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/Childcare-Decision-Tree.pdf
Schools: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/Schools-Decision-Tree.pdf
The CDC specifically recommends that both schools and childcare centers answer YES to the following three questions before reopening:
✓ Will reopening be consistent with applicable state and local orders?
✓ Is the school ready to protect children and employees at higher risk for severe illness?
✓ Are you able to screen students and employees upon arrival for symptoms and history of exposure?
The CDC also recommends the following practices:
✓ Promote healthy hygiene practices such as hand washing and employees wearing a cloth face covering, as feasible
✓ Intensify cleaning, sanitization, disinfection, and ventilation
✓ Encourage social distancing through increased spacing, small groups and limited mixing between groups, if feasible.
✓ For child care, monitor distance between children not playing together and maintain distance between children during nap time
✓ Adjust activities and procedures to limit sharing of items such as toys, belongings, supplies, and equipment
✓ Train all employees on health and safety protocols
26

Health, Safety, & Sanitation Protocols (CDC)
After reopening, the CDC advises ongoing monitoring, including:
✓Develop and implement procedures to check for signs and symptoms of children and employees daily upon arrival, as feasible
✓ If feasible, implement enhanced screening for children and employees who have recently been present in areas of high transmission,
including temperature checks and symptom monitoring
✓ Encourage anyone who is sick to stay home
✓ Plan for if children or employees get sick
✓ Regularly communicate and monitor developments with local authorities, employees, and families regarding cases, exposures, and
updates to policies and procedures.
✓ Monitor child and employee absences and have a pool of trained substitutes and flexible leave policies and practices. For family child
care, if feasible, have a plan for a substitute caregiver if provider or a family member in the home gets sick
✓ Be ready to consult with the local health authorities if there are cases in the facility or an increase in cases in the local area
Faculty and staff will adhere to the above recommendations. These slides will be updated as policies and procedures change.
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Health, Safety, & Sanitation Protocols (OHA)
The Oregon Health Authority (OHA), in partnership with the Oregon Department of Education Early Learning Division, has also developed specific
recommendations for Oregon Child Care Centers. Please see the below website links for further information:
Safety Procedures and Guidance for Child Care Facilities Operating During COVID-19
https://oregonearlylearning.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Guidance-for-Child-Care-and-Emergency-Child-Care-COVID-19_03_17_20
_1025_topost.FINAL_.OHA_.ELD_.pdf
COVID-19 Sanitation Guidelines and Cleaning Schedule for Child Care and Early Learning Settings
https://oregonearlylearning.com/form_sets/covid-19-sanitation-recommendations-and-cleaning-schedule-for-emergency-child-care-settin
gs/
Faculty and staff will adhere to the above recommendations. These slides will be updated as policies and procedures change.
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Illness or Death
Teacher Illness: If a teacher becomes too ill to cover their online teaching duties, they will be covered by an appropriate substitute as needed (see
Slide #35 Substitute Teaching)
Staff Illness: If a member of the administrative staff becomes too ill to cover their duties, their duties will be covered by an appropriate colleague
as assigned by our School Director and/or College of Teachers. If our School Director becomes too ill to cover their duties, our Admissions Director
(Sarah Rucker) will cover as the next in line of duty.
Death of a WSB Employee: Faculty, staff, and families will be notified via email or telephone by School Administration and/or members of the
College of Teachers (COT). If a teacher passes away, administrative staff or the COT will inform class parents via telephone. Administration will
send flowers to the bereaved. Virtual counseling resources may be offered by Margie Edwards in liaison with the COT.
Death of a WSB Community Member: Faculty, staff, and families will be notified via email or telephone by School Administration and/or members
of the College of Teachers. Administration will choose a representative to support the school family and will send flowers to the bereaved. Virtual
counseling resources may be offered by Margie Edwards in liaison with the COT.
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Illness Policy for Students On Site (Phase 2 & 3)
Onsite Policy: Per our Parent Handbook, please “keep [children] home if they are not well enough for outdoor play. A parent will be called if a child
develops a fever or is too sick to participate in class. A place to rest quietly away from the group will be provided until a parent or alternate arrives.
Please be sure your child is well enough to participate in all activities before returning to school. A child who has had a fever may return when his
or her temperature has been normal for at least 24 hours. Remember to advise the office of any contagious or transmittable illnesses so that the
teachers and parents of exposed children can be notified. Parents are responsible for checking their child’s health before bringing the child to
school. You will be notified and your child will be sent home if he or she has one or more of the following symptoms:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

fever over 100 degrees
diarrhea (more than one loose stool in 24 hours)
vomiting, nausea
severe cough
skin or eye lesions
rashes that are weeping or puss-filled
stiff neck and headache
difficulty breathing or wheezing
complaints of severe pain
any suspected communicable illness, such as conjunctivitis, strep, lice

If a child has mild cold symptoms that do not impair functioning, the child may attend/remain in school and the parent(s) will be notified when
they pick up their child. Staff will contact the child’s parents in case of a sudden illness.”
Note: 2019-2020 Parent Handbook is currently under review for the 2020-2021 School Year, to include CDC and OHA guidelines for illness.
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Materials & Supplies (Teachers)
Procedures for Teachers (Creating Supply Bags): Both lead teacher and subject teachers will plan for periodic material and supply pickups
throughout the period of physical school closure in Phase 1 & 2. Strict social distancing and health and safety measures will be implemented to
reduce risk and ensure smooth coordination of necessary supplies and materials to students and their families. These measures may include the
following:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Specific material & supply creation dates for teachers may be designated in advance; however, teachers may also be given independent
access to the school to create supply bags as needed
One large paper bag for each student containing assignments, packets, and materials will be assembled per pick-up date
The name of each student and their class or grade will be clearly written on each bag
All bags will be placed in designated locations in the front entranceway of the school, grouped by class/grade
Each grade or class grouping will be clearly indicated by one single white sheet of paper with the class or grade name written on it
A sign-in sheet for each grade or class will be provided to check off which students have received their supply bags

Health & Safety:
●
Teachers will thoroughly wash hands before and after materials for each supply bag are put together
●
If they themselves or a member of their household is ill, teachers will be asked to remain home and forgo supply bag creation or designate
a substitute to add their materials for them
●
All surface areas touched during material & supply bag creation, especially in communal areas, will be sanitized after use by teachers and
staff present. (For example: Door Handles, Copy Machine, Stapler, Three Hole Punch, Faculty Computer, etc.)
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Materials & Supplies (Families)
Procedure for Families (Picking Up Supplies):
●
Specific material & supply pick up dates and time frames for families will be designated in advance
●
Material & Supply pick up dates and time frames will be communicated to families at least one week ahead of time by either teachers or
the School Director
●
Pick up times may be staggered by class or grade level if needed
●
Families will be instructed to drive up to the curb and pick up their bags, one car at a time
●
Faculty and staff will direct traffic and greet families in the parking lot (from a distance)
●
Children will not be permitted to exit the vehicles
●
No one except WSB employees will be allowed to enter the school building
Health & Safety:
●
Families will be asked to thoroughly wash hands before and after participating in material & supply pick up dates
●
Families will be asked to remain home if they themselves or a member of their household is ill; alternate arrangements with families in this
situation may be made on a case by case basis
●
If family members must get out of their car for any reason (or if they are biking or using other non-car transport), everyone will be
expected to maintain social distance from one another at all times
Missed Supply Pickup: Any family who misses a supply pick up date should reach out to their teacher directly. Teachers may potentially be able to
accomodate special arrangements on a case by case basis; however, we can NOT guarantee that a family who misses their designated supply pick
up date will still be able to receive their supplies. The Office staff is not able make trips to the Post Office or make any home deliveries.
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Media & Electronic Device Guidelines
Media & Electronic Device Guidelines: Utilization of media & electronic devices such as computers, tablets, and phones during remote learning is
OPTIONAL for all WSB students. If a family decides to decline use of media or electronic devices for their child, they should communicate with their
class teacher directly to inform them of their decision and to make individual alternate learning arrangements for their child. Parents may manage
a child’s schoolwork via approved technology platforms, keeping the child's viewing of a screen to a minimum for instructional videos and lesson
content.
Healthy Recommendations: Healthy recommendations for media use from during remote learning include the following:
●
●
●
●
●
●

WSB’s established media guidelines as outlined in our Parent Handbook are still recommended
Parents are strongly encouraged to employ Parental Control settings on all media & electronic devices
Children under age 13 should use the YouTube Kids app when they need to access videos on YouTube. If parents are unable to watch with
a child, we recommend setting ‘Screen Time’ limits to all apps and then approving them as needed.
Students are encouraged to make phone calls to their friends, so they can hear a friend’s voice, rather than use text messages or
messenger apps
Facetime/Zoom other video app calls with friends and family should be saved for the weekends, while video calls with teachers can be
limited to the weekdays
Practice blue light safety and limit exposure/damage by adjusting screen settings and keeping a healthy distance from screen, as
recommended by the American Academy of Pediatrics:
○
Phones should be at least 1 foot away from a child’s eyes
○
Tablets should be at least 2 feet away from a child’s eyes
○
Children should sit 6-10 feet back from a television screen
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Student Support & Tutoring
Designated Teachers: The following people have been designated as official Student Support & Tutoring teachers. Their services can be utilized by
all currently enrolled WSB students and families.
●

Margie Edwards - medwards@bendwaldorf.com
○
Reading & Math Support, Grades 1-8
○
Currently Available: M-F 9am-2pm

●

Susan McDonnell Louis - slouis@bendwaldorf.com
○
Reading, Math, & Science Support, Grades 1-8
○
Currently Available: M-F 9am-2pm

●

Taylor Blacklock - tblacklock@bendwaldorf.com
○
Early Childhood & Administrative Support
○
Currently Available: TBD

Hours & Scheduling: These teachers are on the payroll of WSB. Therefore, they have a certain number of hours a week where they are available to
provide additional curricular, childcare, and academic support, free of charge to families. Because their hours are limited, parents interested in
these tutoring and other support services should reach out directly to both their class teacher and the relevant student support teacher to discuss
scheduling and time arrangements. If demand for tutoring and other support services exceeds available hours, priority will be given to students
based on need.
Note: Specific teachers and their hours/schedules are subject to change in Fall 2020. WSB faculty is currently reviewing our support program and
will be implementing changes in the upcoming school year as we strive to accommodate additional remote support for students and families
during Hybrid & Distance Learning.
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Substitute Teaching
Substitute Teaching: If a teacher becomes too ill to cover their onsite or online teaching duties, they will be covered by an appropriate
substitute as needed. For Grades classes, any employed faculty member can substitute if needed. However, designated substitute teachers
listed below will be called first. For EC classes, only faculty members who meet specific government regulated early childhood requirements
may substitute for onsite learning and childcare.
Designated Teachers: The following people have been designated as official substitute teachers.
●
●
●

Margie Edwards - medwards@bendwaldorf.com
Susan McDonnell Louis - slouis@bendwaldorf.com
Taylor Blacklock - tblacklock@bendwaldorf.com

More substitutes will be identified as the 2020/2021 School Year Begins.
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Teacher Work Agreements & Ofﬁce Hours
Teacher Work Agreements During Phase 1 & 2:
●
All teachers are expected to provide a substantial remote learning experience.
●
Communication with students and parents will occur via approved technology platforms and official school email addresses.
●
Office Hours for 2020/2021 School TBD
○
Individual appointments with teachers can be made outside these times
○
Subject teachers will be available by appointment
●
All teachers will attend weekly All-Staff and relevant Zoom Pod meetings at their scheduled times.
●
If a teacher becomes too ill to cover their onsite or online teaching duties, they will be covered by an appropriate substitute assigned by
our School Director or College of Teachers.
Teacher Office Hours: Teachers will communicate their office hours to their parents and families. Office hours should be used to:
●
●
●

Connect with class families regarding student work and/or general connectedness, such as by initiating or responding to emails, Google
classroom assignments, and phone calls from class families or students
Connect with faculty, including class/subject teachers, to attain a greater picture of what work is being assigned, what is expected of their
students, and what specific student needs or concerns need to be addressed
Connect with administration or staff members to communicate class and school-related issues and needs
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Teacher Curriculum Agreements
Curriculum Agreements During Phase 1 & 2:
●
●
●
●
●
●

EC and Grades class teachers will regularly post grade-level appropriate class communications, i.e. a story, drawing, math practice sheets,
main lesson book assignment, suggested activity, project instructions, class meeting, music and speech work, etc.
Special subject teachers will post according to their agreed-upon schedule.
Teachers will develop and support families with a suggested age-appropriate home schedule.
Teachers will facilitate regular communication among their class parents and students through email, Zoom or other approved platforms.
Student responses to activities and assignments will receive prompt interaction by the teacher, excepting emergency situations.
Parents will be encouraged to act as learning coaches, but are not expected to act as homeschool teachers.
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Tuition & Assistance
Key Assumption: Our unexpected temporary school closure and resulting recession will have an adverse impact on enrollment demand and will
generate significantly increased need for tuition assistance and flexibility for a number of years to come. We anticipate that our enrollment for the
2020-21 school year will be below target and changes to how we operate will be affected by the decrease in school population. Nonetheless, we
will strive for a balanced budget for 2020-21, and will continue working with our community, staff and Board to support WSB’s operation and the
families served as we move into the coming year.
Flexibility Plan: WSB is offering families a flexibility plan for the 2020-21 school year as we realize the impact school closures and financial loss can
have on our community. Below is a summary of the options we're offering:
●
●
●
●
●

While re-enrollment contracts and tuition deposits are due 05/15/20, WSB is offering families the ability to fully opt out of contracts
until 06/12/20 with no further financial obligation to the school.
Allow Parent-Child, Nursery, Pre-K, and Kindergarten families to freeze tuition or request a tuition reduction for months during distance
learning
Allow 1st-8th grade families to request a tuition reduction for distance learning that exceeds 30 days
Tuition Assistance will be made available year round to assist with any unexpected loss of jobs or income
Families may follow the standard protocol for requesting release from their enrollment contract
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Year End Reports
Year-End Reports: Faculty will write year-end reports for all students for both Distance Learning and Onsite Learning programs. Student work
completed during Distance Learning will be reflected in the student’s Year-End Report.
As per our Parent Handbook, “in addition to Quarterly Reports (Grades 1-3) and Block reports (Grades 4-8) provided throughout the year, within
two weeks of the end of school, teachers will complete individual student reports, to be given to parents, detailing the child’s progress during the
year. The report will also cover general classroom curriculum, Subject curriculum and projects conducted that year.”
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Zoom
ZOOM Etiquette and Expectations for Students:
●
Be on time; sign-in a few minutes early in case there are technical challenges
●
Find a quiet place and sit still (don’t move around)
●
Avoid background distraction (no phones, playing with pets, surfing the internet, watching TV, etc.)
●
Be prepared; bring any materials or work requested by your teachers
●
Raise your hand for permission to speak
●
Self-mute when it is not your turn to talk
●
Do not start a side chat (side chats are likely to be disabled by teachers)
●
Do not cause distractions during screen-sharing, such as by using annotations (student access to screen-sharing is likely to be disabled by
teachers)
●
Be respectful; do not talk over people
ZOOM Security:
●
All ZOOM meetings will require a waiting room and a password if the user does not click on the invitation link.
●
Facilitators will approve all participants at the beginning of the meeting.
●
When sending invitations to ZOOM classes for parents or students, teachers will send the invitation via class email and share the link on
their Google Classroom.
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